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The notion and properties of the nuclear operators on Banach spaces, first
given by A. Grothendieck [2], have been generalized in various ways and many
investigations have been developed on these operators and on ideals consisting of
these operators ([5], [9], [1], [6], [7], [3]).

In [8] (resp. [7]) the p-nuclear (resp. (p, #)-nuclear) operators which, on

Hubert spaces and in case of p= 1 (resp. p = q = 1), are identical with the classical
nuclear operators, were discussed. In [1], J. Cohen dealt with another kind
of p-nuclear operators which, on Hubert spaces are also identical with the
classical nuclear operators. All these investigations were done under the as-
sumption that l^p^oo. On the other hand, recently in [5], [6] and [3] the
"p-nuclear operators and the spaces Lp and lp in case of 0<p<l have been
studied. The aim of this paper is to define the (p, g)-nuclear and (/?, q)-
quasi-nuclear operators in case of 0<p<l, 0<g?goo and to develop their
properties. Thus the present paper is partly the continuation of our previous
work [7] concerning the (p, g)-nuclear operators in case of 1 ̂ p^oo.

In [10] A. Pietsch defined many kinds of s-numbers of operators and dis-
cussed the interrelations among such numbers. On the other hand, in [3] C.
H. Ha investigated the properties of some of these s-numbers and clarified the
relations between the approximation numbers (resp. the Gelfand numbers) and
the quasinorm of a p-nuclear (resp. p-quasi-nuclear) operator in case of 0<p< 1.
It is the second aim to extend these Ha's results to the case of (p, q)-nuclear and
(p, g)-quasi-nuclear operators.

In Section 1 we recall the definition and some properties of the Lorentz
sequence space lp>q for our later use. Among other things, the Hardy, Littlewood
and Pόlya's lemma (later Lemma 3) cited there will be frequently used for the cal-
culations of the quantities of /^-quasi-norm. We shall there define the (p, q)-
nuclear and (p, g)-quasi-nuclear operators in case of 0<p<l, 0<g^oo, which
differ in form from those in case of l^p^oo, l^g^oo (cf. [7]). And we
define also the operators of type S£f% and of type S|f j by making use of the
approximation and Gelfand numbers respectively. Section 2 is devoted to the
investigation of the operators defined in Section 1 and the classes of such operators
as operator ideals. In the final Section 3, following Pietsch [9] and Ha [3]
we shall show that in case of 0<p<l, p^q^co the operator of type S^ff (resp.
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S{5fg) is (P> #)-nuclear (resp. (p, g)-quasi-nuclear).

1. Preliminaries

The concrete description of the Lorentz sequence space in literature, especially
in case of 0<p<l, seems to be very little. Therefore we first recall the notion
and some properties of the Lorentz sequence spaces lp*q which will be frequently
used in the following.

DEFINITION 1. For 0<p^ oo, 0<#:goo, the Lorentz sequence space
/p « or /(p, q) is defined as the collection of the sequences A = {AJ1^ ί^00 ec0

such that

if q < O U 9

if q = oo,
i

is finite, where |λ, |* denotes thej-th term in the non-increasing rearrangement of
the sequence {1^1}. In the following, unless otherwise stated, we are supposed

to replace (Σ i*/*-1!^!**)17* by supί1/^!* when q = oo.

LEMMA 1 ([4]). For 0<p^oo, 0<g^oo, I?**1 is a quasi-normed space
with respect to \\ \\lP,q.

LEMMA 2. (i) 7/0< Jp^oo and Q<qί<q2^co9 then

and

μilip. f2^Cμ|| |Ml for each

(ii) IfQ<Pι<P2^°° and 0<^1? ^2 = °°j then

lPί>9i ci /P2.92

and

Pl,gι /or

C stands for a positive constant depending on the parameters pί9 p2,
qt and q2 and independent on λ.

This is a direct consequence from the result concerning Lorentz sequence
spaces I**9 obtained by the interpolation theory of Banach spaces (e.g. in [4]).
However, since the interpolation theoretical discussions are usually applied to
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the Lorentz spaces Lp>q of functions, we here give the proof.
PROOF. We first note that by Definition 1 the assertion (ii) in case of q i = q2

is clear and (i) was proved in [4]. These two results combined together yield

the assertion (ii) in case ofO</? 1 <p 2 =
 00> ^<^ι = ̂ f2 = 00 Therefore it remains

for proving (ii) to show (ii) in case of 0<p1<p2^
0° ί 0<^2<^ι^00 In this

case, noting qι/q2>l and putting q2lp2 = (l2/Pι~ε with an ε>0, we have, by
Holder's inequality,

< +00

which completes the proof.

LEMMA 3 (Hardy, Littlewood and Pόlya, cf. [7]). Let {cf} and {*cj
be the non-increasing and non-decreasing rearrangements of a finite sequence

{ci}ιzi£n of positive numbers, respectively. Then for two sequences {α
and {6Ji£j£ n of positive numbers we have

We here note that if the right hand side is convergent in these inequalities,
these hold in case of infinite sequences too.

We now need to remember the following three types of s-numbers of operators
on Banach spaces ([10]).

Let £ be a normed or quasi-normed linear space, and || ||£ denotes its norm
or quasi-norm in E. The set of all bounded linear operators from a Banach space
E into a Banach space F is denoted by L(£, F) equipped with the usual
bounded operator norm ||Γ||= sup \\Tx\\. We denote by L(Π)(E, F) the sub-

l l * l l £ i
space of L(£, F) of operators T of rank (Γ) ( = dimension of the range of T)<n.

DEFINITION 2. For each operator TeL(£, F) and for i=l, 2,..., the
approximation numbers αf(T), the Gelfand numbers βt(T) and the Kolmogorov
numbers yf(Γ) are defined by

α,(T): = inϊ {\\T-A\\: A εL^(E, F)},

ft(T): = inf {||Γ|Λf || : M is a subspace of £, codimM < i}

and
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7i(Γ): = inf {||βjζΓ|| : TV is a subspace of F, dim N < /}

respectively, where T\M denotes the restriction of an operator T to M and β£
denotes the canonical map of F onto F/N.

For the general properties of these s-numbers we may refer to [5] and [10].
By making use of these s-numbers we define the following classes of operators

generalizing those in [5] and [10].

DEFINITION 3. For 0<p, q^ oo, we define

S«fί(£, F): = {TεL(E9 F): {*

and

S|#E, F): = {ΓeL(£, F): {β{

and we put

flM(r)=||{αl(Γ)}||ίp., for TeS 'ζ

and

DEFINITION 4. For 0<jp<l ,0<ςf^oo, the operator ΓeL(F, F) is said
to be (p, g)-nuclear, if Γcan be written in the form

oo

(1) Tx == Σ λι<x, x'i>yi for each xeE,
= 1

with xΊeE' (the dual of E) such that l i x ί l | £ ' = l , ^eF such that \\yt\\F = 1 and

The operator Γe L(E, F) is said to be (p, qf)-quasi-nuclear, if there exist

a sequence {μJi^f^oo °f positive numbers and a sequence {x }c:£' such that
{μJe/P «, | |xj| | = l, i=l , 2,... and the inequality

(2) 117*11 ^ Σ^il <*,*ί> l

holds for each xeE.
The collection of the (p9 ςf)-nuclear (resp. (p, ^f)-quasi-nuclear) operators is

denoted by Np>q(E9 F) (resp. N$ίq(E, F)) and we denote

•(resp. vC €

where the infimum is taken over all {λ^ (resp. {μf}) satisfying (1) (resp. (2)).
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REMARK. The (p, g)-nuclear and (p, g)-quasi-nuclear operators for 1 ̂
p^oo9 l^q^oo were defined and investigated in [7]. However we can
not leave the definition untouched in case of 0<p<l, since then the Tx doesn't
converge (cf. [7]). Therefore following [5] we define as above the (p, q)-
nuclear and (p, g)-quasi-nuclear operators in case of 0 < p < 1 so that the series
(1) of Tx converges. The definitions coincide with those in [5] and [3] when
p = q.

In this paper we deal with only the case 0<p<l as far as the (p, #)-nuclear
and (p, g)-quasi-nuclear operators are treated.

2. Ideals of operators Np,q,N<>>q9 Sγ>ξ and S*p*
l

q

In this section we mainly investigate the properties of Nptq, N$tq, S£f£ and
S^q as the ideals of operators (cf. [10]). We begin with

PROPOSITION 1. Assume 0<p<l and 0<g^oo. Then, for each T
00

eNptq(E,F), the series Σ A;<x, x]>yi in (1) is convergent. Especially when

0<p<l and p^q, the inequality

\\T\\ g CMvM(T)

holds for each TeNp<q(E, F), with a positive constant

, 1 if 0 < p < 1, p£q£l,

P,Q == I °°
I (Σ i<»/β- ' /P)« ' ) i /« if 0<p< 1 <q, l/q + {/q'= 1.

PROOF. By the definition of Te NM(£, F) we have

oo

Tx = Σ λi < x, x; > >>f for each x e E,
i= 1

with H x J I I = ||Λ|| = 1 and Σ i*'*-^** < oo.
ί=l

We first deal with the case of q<p. We here remark the fact that if {αj
00

is a monotonically decreasing sequence of positive numbers and Σ αi<0°ί
i=l

limiα^O. By this remark we have limΐ«/ ί? |λ ί |*
9 = 0, whence |>y* = 0(ί'

i-*oo ί->oo

with 0<p< 1, and therefore we have

\\Tx\\ £ Σ W ||χ|| = Σ |A||*NI < oo.
i=l i=l

Next we assume 0<p<l and p^q. Then we have
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\\x\\

if 0 < p < 1 < q, !/<? + W = 1.

Accounting (l/q — l/p)q'< —1, this completes the proof.

By Definitions 3 and 4 and by Lemma 2, the next proposition is easily proved.

So the proof is omitted.

PROPOSITION 2. (i) IfQ<p<\andQ<qί<q2^co,then

Np,qi(E, F) c Np,q2(E, F) (resp. N£qι(E9 F) c JVC ga(£, F))

and

vM2(T) 5Ξ CvMl(Γ)

/or eαc/t TeNpΛl(E, F) (resp. TeNθtl(E, F)).

(ii) IfO<p1<p2<ί and 0<qt, q2 =
 00>

NM1(E, F) , F))

and

^ Cvβ f ίI(Γ))

eαc/! Γe Nplιίl(£, F) (re .̂ Te Nfr .„<£, F)).
(iii)

and

, F) , F) , F) , F))

(resp.

/or eαcfc ΓeS ffXE, F)(resp.
(iv) IfQ<p1<p2<co and

, F)).

ff,,(£, F) c S fffί(£, F) (resp. S'ί.',,(£, F) c S ;̂,2(£, F))

apl.,2(T) ίg Cαplιίl(Γ) (resp. fcp2>?
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for each TeSa

p™qι(E, F) (resp. ΓeS^t(£, F)). Here C stands for the same

constant in Lemma 2.
Next, we shall show that the classes Np>q, N^q, Sa

p™ and Sg

p*
l

q make the
linear spaces. Since it is obvious that the scalar multiples of the operator belong-
ing to each class belong to the same class, it remains to show the following

PROPOSITION 3. (i) Let 0<p<l, 0<g<oo. // Tl9 T2eNptq(E, F)(resp.
N°q(E9 F)), then Tx + T2 e Np,q(E, F) (resp. N*q(E, F)) and

Vp^T, + T2) ̂  Cp>ί?{vp>,(T1) + vM(T2)}

(resp. vββ(

where C^

(ii) L*f Ό</^oo,0<^oo. // T,, T2eS^(£, F) (resp. Sjf#E, F)),
T! + T2 E S ff (£, F) (resp. S*f <(£, F))

+ T2)

PROOF, (i) We shall show this by making use of the same way as in
the proof of Theorem 1 in [7]. By the definition, for any ε>0 and / c = l , 2, Tk

can be written in the form

Tkx = Σ λk.i<x*x'k
i=l

with llxί.,11 = ||Λι(|| = 1

and

where |λM|* denotes the i-th term in the non-increasing rearrangement of

{l^fc.illi^oo Now, let N be any positive integer and let \λktl\ be the n(k, i)-th
term in the non-increasing rearrangement of {|ΛU|, \λ2ti\}ι^i^N. Then we have

Σ Σ
k=l i=l

<
Σ Σ (2ί-k+l)^p-ί\λki\*q if q ^ p (by Lemma 3),

/ c = l i = l '

2 N

fc=l i=l
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1, 1) Σ Σ
Λ = l ι=l

We here note the inequality

for any ξ , η ̂  0 and a > 0.
By making use of this inequality and considering that ε>0 and the integer

N>0 are arbitrarily taken, we get

,̂ l) max(21/^1,

with C, =max(21/^1 , 21/*-1, 21/^1/«). On account of (Ti + Γ2)x= Σ Σ
^ *=ι i=ι

AM<x, x!t,, >Λ,ί» this completes the proof in case of Tί9 T2eNptq.
In the same way, by making use of the definition of the (p, g)-quasi-nuclear

operator we can show that if Tl9 T2eN%q(E9 F), then T^ + T2eN$tq(E9 F) and

Γ2) g Cp>e β(Tl) + V

(ii) We next assume that 0<p^cxD,0<^goo and Tί9 T2 eSa

ppξ(E9 F). We
notice that the sequences {αf(Γ)} and {/^(T)} are non-increasing and they are
the additive s-numbers (Theorem 9.5 in [10]), that is,

and A + - 1 (T 1

Therefore we have

00

Σ iq/p~]

^max(2, 2«/*)Σ *'*

^ max (2,

<; max (2,

Hence we obtain
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with C;ββ = max(2,
In the same way, we can show that if 7\, T2 e Stfq(E9 F), then T^

S|f <(£, F) and

M7Ί + Γ2) ̂  C;,e{6p^TJ + fr^Γ,)} .

This finishes the proof.
For completing the proof that the classes Nptq, N$tq9 Sjf| and S^f^ make

the ideals of operators in L it is sufficient to show the following

PROPOSITION 4. Let E, F, G and H be Banach spaces and let ReL(E9

F\ SeNp,q(F, G) (resp. N$tq(F, G), S-«f(F, G), S *l(F9 G)) and TeL(G, H).
Then we have

TSR E Np>q(E, H) (resp. N£ q(E9 H\ S;ff(£, H\ S'*q(E, H))

and

\\R\\).

PROOF. We shall prove that if R e L(£, F), 5 e ΛΓp§ί(F, G) and Te L(G, H),
then TSRεNp>q(E9 H). By the definition for any ε>0 TSRx can be written in
the form

TSRx = Σ Λ < #*> /i > 7^1 for each xeE,

with ||y;.||F, = 1, ||z(||c = l and HUJH,,., < vPΛ(S)+ε.

Therefore, denoting by R' the adjoint of R and putting

and t/^Tzj/IITi,!!, i = l, 2,..., we obtain
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00

TSRx = Σ μ* < *> x't > HI for each x e E,

with

and

This shows TSJR e Npfί(E, //) and

Since the rest of the proof can be proceeded in the same way, only pay the attention
to the inequality due to [10]

and

By Definition 4, the inclusion relation

Nptq(E, F) c NQ q(E, F)

and

vQq(T)^vp>q(T) for each TεNptq(E,F)

are obvious. We note that this fact was proved for the case o f l r g / j goo, l^q^
oo in [7, Proposition 14]. On the other hand, by making use of the inequality

β^T)^Λ^T) for each TeL(£, F), i = l, 2,..., shown in Theorem 3.2 in [10],
we get S^PP(E, F)c:S^q(E9 F). Summalizing these results we obtain the fol-
lowing

PROPOSITION 5. Let 0 < p ̂  oo, 0 < q ̂  oo. T/Z*?H w /iflue N

P,q(E>
£f(E,F),

Te Np,,(£, F)

and
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b,Λ(T) £ aptq(T) for each TeS p>(E,F).

We now show some examples of the (p, g)-nuclear operator and the operator
belonging to the class S^q.

EXAMPLE 1. Let {δJe/^ V 0< p-<l . and p^tf^oo. We define the
multiplication operator D by {(5J from /°° into lp>q by

Wtj}) = Vjξj} for each {{7}e/»

Then, defining x j e(/°°)', ί = 1, 2,..., by <{£,-}, x ' ί >=ξ ί and putting et.=

{oTό^.'-ToΓl, 0,...} we have

Hence

and

On the other hand, we see

D(e) = {̂ .} for * = {!,!,...}

and

where the last inequality is obtained by Proposition 1. Thus

with

EXAMPLE 2. Let 0<p, ^f^oo and let {δt} be a monotonically decreasing
sequence of positive numbers such that {(5j6/p «. We define the operator
D0eL(/^, /*»«) by

Λo({^» = {%} for each {̂ } e /P.«.

Then we shall show D0e Sβ

p*
l

q(lp>q, lp'q). To show this, it is sufficient to prove
ft(£>o)^<5p /=!, 2,....
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Let Mi={{ξJ}elp'q: ^ = 0 for l£j<i} and JV. = /f//, /-dimensional lp<q

space. Furthermore, we define the operator TeL(Nf, l
p q) by

= «ι,.. .,{,,0,0,...}.

Then M, is a subspace of /*•« of codimension </, and

IIA>|Λf,|| = £„ / = 1, 2,..., thus ft(D0) ^ af.

Furthermore, in case ofO<^f^p^oo, we have βt(D0) = δi9 / = !, 2,.... In
fact || 71 = land

where the last inequality is obtained by accounting δl^δ2^ ^δ, and by making

use of Lemma 3 considering p^q. Thus we have

= inf||D0T({£y}y l s j a ι

where the infimum is taken over all {ζj}ι^j^i^Ni such that IKί

Hence β£D0) = δi9 i = l, 2,....
Utilizing Example 1, in a similar way as in [7], we can state the factorization

theorem of (jp, g)-nuclear operators as follows.

PROPOSITION 6. Let 0 < p < 1 and p^q^ao. Then Te L(E9 F) is
(p9 q)-nuclear if and only if T can be factorized in the form T—QDP, where

PeL(£, 7°°), QeL(lp q,F) and D is the multiplication operator by a {δt}
elp>q mentioned in Example 1.

PROOF. The sufficiency is evident by Proposition 4. The necessity is
proved by virtue of the definition of TeNPΛ(E9 F):

Tx= Σ δt<x, xfi>yt

with 11^11 = 11^11 = 1 and {δi}elp *. By making use of these sequences we
define the operators P, D and Q by
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= {<x, x ;>]e/« for each xeE,

el>'* for each

and

'/}) = Σ ^i^ie f for each {ηλ e lp q.
i=l

Then we can write in the form

Tx = QDPx

with ||P ||^1 and || β || ̂  CΛg, where Cptq is the constant in Proposition 1. This
completes the proof.

3. Relations between Np>q and Syξ and between N^tq and S*f£

In this section we shall investigate the relationships between Nptq(E9 F) and
S *ξ(E9 F) and between N£q(E9 F) and S°*q(E9 F) to obtain the inequalities
concerning vptq and aPΛ and concerning v£β and bptq. These are the (p, #)-version
extending Theorem 3 in [9] and Theorem 3.6 in [3], and the proofs might
be done as in those in [9] and in [3]. These results might be successful in case
of 0<p<l and p^*q, but those in case of q<p<\ are yet unknown to us.

To begin with we recall the well-known Auerbach's lemma:
Let M be an n-dimensional normed linear space. Then there exists a basis

{xί9 x2» > xn} f°r M and a subset {u'ί9 w'2,..., u'n] of M' such that

n

x = Σ <x, u'i>Xt for each xeM,

with | |wίl l = l l x ι l l = l and <xf, u
fj>=δij9 i,7 = 1, 2,...,n.

THEOREM 1. Let E and F be Banach spaces and let 0<p<l, p^q^vo.
Then we have

S°pPPq(E, F) c: Np,q(E, F)

and

vptq(T) ^ 2*!p-v«+2apiq(T) for each Te Sjff(£, F).

PROOF. By Definition 2, for /=!, 2,... there exists an ^eZ/2'-1^, F)
such that
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We now put

dim &(Bi) = di (^(Bt) denotes the range of £,-) ,

*o = 0, ί; = Σ di9
i = l

and

Ir = {the integers in [_ίr_l -f 1, ίr]}, r = 1, 2,... .

Then, since the sequence {α/(T)} is decreasing, we have

And, since di<2i+l -l+2''-l <2/+2, we have

ίr <23(2r-l) <23+r, r = l , 2 , . . . .

By Auerbach's lemma, there exist {Mj^cF' and {jJie/^^ί^r) such that

Brx = Σ <Brx, u't>yi9 r = 1, 2,...,
ie/ r

for each xeE. Putting

xi = BX f/| |BXH,

A | S = IIBXII ^ ||5r||, for i6/ r, r = 1, 2,...,

we have

βrx = Σ Λ<λ , ^>^, r = 1, 2,... .
ίe/ r

By making use of these {x/}ίe/r, {^Jie/,., r=l, 2,..., we can write

Γx = lim^ r + 1x =
r-*oo

= Σ Σ λt<x, x'i>yi for each xe£,
r=l ie/ r

with | |Xf | |£ ' = l, | | . V i l l F = l j i = l, 2,... . Therefore, on account of p^q, by Lemma
3 we get
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^ Σ ι«/*-U?

= Σ
r=l

ϊ Σ Zi?
r=l te/r

r=l

Hence

which finishes the proof.

Corresponding to this theorem the analogous relations will be shown for
N$>q and Sβ

p^ or for v^^( ) and bpιq(-). Before proving these we here note
the following facts due to Ha [3].

Let E and F be Banach spaces. We first recall the Kolmogorov's ί-th dia-
meter di(D) of a bounded subset D in E defined by

^(D) = inf {d>0: Dc=rfK+G, G is a subspace of E, dimG<ϊ}, ί = l, 2,...,
where V is the closed unit ball in E.
Fact I. Then βi(T) = yi(Γ) = di(T'(U°)), for each TeL(E, F), i = l, 2,.::, "where
Γr e L(F', £') is the adjoint of Γand U denotes the closed unit ball in F (Theorem
2.7 in [3]).
Fact. II. Let M be a bounded subset which is contained in an n-dimensional

subspace of E. Then there exist n elements x1 ? x2» » χn in £ with \\Xi\\ =d1(M)
such that

(Corollary of Auberbach's lemma).
Fact III. Let M be a precompact subset of E. Then there exists a sequence

{^Ji^i^oo of subsets of £ such that:
(a) dί(Dί)^4d2i.1(M).
(b) DI is contained in a subspace of dimension ^

(c) The set Dj 4- Da"1 — ^s dense in M
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(Lemma 3.5 in [3]).
By making use of these facts we can show the following

THEOREM 2. Let E, F be Banach spaces and let 0 < p < l ,
Then we have

and

for each TeS^q(E, F).

PROOF. Let TeS^q(E9F) and let M=T'(U°), where U stands for the
closed unit ball in F. Then M is a precompact subset of E' and by Fact I

Putting

and

Ir = {the integers in [* r_i + 1, /r]}, r = 1, 2,... .

Then, by Facts III and II, there exist a sequence {Aii^igoo of subsets of £' satisfy
ing (a), (b) and (c) in Fact III and finite elements {w'J in E' with \\u\\\ ̂  4d2r_
such that

Dr d { Σ W<ί: k l ^ 1, ie/Γ}, r = 1, 2,... .
ielr

Therefore each element j c / e D 1 - f D 2 H — <=M can be written in the form

x' = Σ Σ W<ί = Σ μri = Σ ̂ ί
r=l ie/r i=l i=l

with ^=^111/511 and x5 = M / | | w ί l l , i = l, 2,... . Hence for each xe£

| |Γx||= sup \<Tx9y
f>\

l l y ' H ^ i

^ sup |<x, x ;>|
jc'eM

sup I < jc, jc' > I (by (c) of Fact III)
' ' ~
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ί=l

with ||x;|| = land 1^1^11^11,1 = 1,2,....
In view of these preparations, in account of the condition q^p9 we can

calculate as follows:

Σ

^ £ /«/P- i μ. i q (by Lemma 3)
ι=l

CO

= Σ Σ ίq/p~l \λ \ q

r=l ie/ r

^ Σ Σ /'/
r=l ιe/ r

= Σ
r=l

y 2y l

--

Hence

Thus the proof is completed.
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